
Dear Recruiting Team! 
 
I am particularly interested in this job as Technical Surveillance Counter 

Measures Professional. 
I have spent the last 17 years working full-time as a Technical Surveillance 

Counter Measures Professional and now I am looking for work in the TSCM field.  
I have worked in TSCM and related fields in the Ukraine since 2005, after 

graduating from the University with a degree in Information Security.  
After the Russian invasion of Ukraine, I was evacuated along with my family 

(my wife also has experience as a TSCM assistant!). We are currently living in 
Germany. Unfortunately, all my professional equipment remained behind, but I still 
have my skills and knowledge. I have experience with Aaronia spectrum analyzers, 
NLJD, Flir, Delta-X, ST (different types), Svan and more.  

I am currently looking for work, and would even be willing to relocate. If you are 
looking for a TSCM professional with huge practical skills in using non-destructive 
testing tools, research of EMF, acoustic research and intelligence countermeasures, 
please feel free to contact me. Now I'm living near Nurnberg airport and I am 
available to get to work as soon as possible. 

I’m a highly motivated, self-starter with a detail-oriented, self-coaching and 
open to new opportunities. Good team-worker and hard-worker, flexible and 
resourceful.    

I look forward to discussing my qualifications. I can be reached by email -
 zhepaloandrey@gmail.com or Online Chat App (Whatsapp, Viber, 
Telegram) +380662126699.  

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to the invitation for an
 interview. 
 
Andrii Zhepalo 
zhepaloandrey@gmail.com 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrey-zhepalo/  
https://www.cstmic.com/author/0107/  
Mobile: +380662126699 
 

References: 
 Sahno Olexsandr, State Enterprises "Gas turbine research & production complex 

"ZORYA" - "MASHPROEKT", Pr. Bohoiavlenskyy, 42a, Mykolaiv, Ukraine, 
+380504933251, tzi@zorya.com.ua 

 Slastin Konstanstin, JOINT STOCK COMPANY “UKRAINIAN DEFENSE 
INDUSTRY”, Kiev, Ukraine, +380989170897, kanc@ukroboronprorn.com 

 James E. Brewer, US Department of Homeland Security, USA +19543183498, 
James.e.brewer@ice.dhs.gov 

 Massimo Graziani, CSTMIC, Italy,  graziani@soluzionepa.it 

 Boris DZIESMIAZKIEWIEZ, CAPHEX, France, +33762266644, 

www.CAPHEX.com, info@caphex.com 
 Pataranun Jayaphorn, Archthetic Company, Thailand, +66863684828,  

www.archthetic.com, benj@archthetic.com, archtheticsurveillance@gmail.com 

 Charles Patterson, Consultant, ExecSecurity.com, TSCM Specialist, USA,   
www.execsecurity.com, charles@execsecurity.com 
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